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Abstract

Objective—To assess the recently proposed preliminary criteria for the classification of Sjögren’s syndrome (SS) in a multicentre European study of a new series of clinically defined cases.

Methods—The criteria included six items: I = ocular symptoms; II = oral symptoms; III = evidence of keratoconjunctivitis sicca; IV = focal sialoadenitis by minor salivary gland biopsies; V = instrumental evidence of salivary gland involvement; VI = presence of autoantibodies. Each centre was asked to provide five patients with primary SS, five with secondary SS, five with connective tissue diseases (CTD) but without SS, and five controls (patients with ocular or oral features that may simulate SS). The preliminary six item classification criteria set was applied to both the SS patients and the non-SS controls, and the performance of the criteria in terms of sensitivity and specificity was tested.

Results—The criteria set was tested on a total of 278 cases (157 SS patients and 121 non-SS controls) collected from 16 centres in 10 countries. At least four of the six items in the criteria set (limiting item VI to the presence of Ro(SS-A) or La(SS-B) antibodies) were present in 79 of 81 patients initially classified as having primary SS (sensitivity 97.5%), but in only seven of 121 non-SS controls (specificity 94.2%). When the presence of item I or II plus any two of items III–V of the criteria set was considered as indicative of secondary SS, 97.3% (71 of 73) of the patients initially defined as having this disorder and 91.8% (45 of 49) of the control patients with CTD without SS were correctly classified.

Conclusion—This prospective study confirmed the high validity and reliability of the classification criteria for SS recently proposed by the European Community Study Group.
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Because most rheumatic diseases lack a single distinguishing feature, every disease is usually identified by the presence of a combination of clinical and laboratory manifestations. Classification criteria for most of the rheumatic disorders have been proposed and validated1–8 to establish the combination of disease features most useful for the diagnostic approach, to provide a uniform language, and to facilitate the comparison of different patient populations between studies.1

Recently, a group of investigators sponsored by the European Community defined a preliminary criteria set for the classification of Sjögren’s syndrome (SS),1 a disease for which different sets of criteria have in the past been proposed by different groups, but none of which has received universal acceptance.5–12

In the present work, the accuracy of the European preliminary criteria in correctly classifying SS patients and disease controls was assessed. This study was carried out by 16 rheumatology centres throughout Europe, some of which joined the study at this point (that is, they did not take part in the previous study on the definition of classification criteria).

Patients and methods

STUDY PROTOCOL.

The study protocol was defined and approved by the participants during the XIIIth European Workshop for Rheumatology Research held in Brighton, UK, January 28–30, 1993. Briefly, each participating centre was asked to enroll five patients with primary SS (group I), five with secondary SS (group II), five patients with well defined connective tissue diseases (CTD) but without SS (group III), and five control patients (group IV). The diagnosis of each CTD (for patients in group II and III) was established on the basis of well defined and commonly accepted criteria.5–6 The SS patients and disease controls enrolled in the present study should not have been included in the previous study aimed at defining the preliminary criteria set.
The preliminary selection of patients with or without SS and their inclusion in one of the four disease groups was to be made on the basis of the investigator’s clinical judgment and not on the basis of a single diagnostic parameter. There was no preliminary agreement regarding criteria or guidelines for the selection of SS patients; however, as all of the participants were experts in this particular disorder, it can be supposed that the patient selection criteria were fairly homogeneous across participating centres.

Control patients (group IV) were to be selected from those subjects referred to an SS expert because of ocular or oral signs and symptoms that simulated the clinical manifestations of SS, and for whom a complete evaluation was justified in order to establish a differential diagnosis.

This procedure for the preliminary selection of patients was the same as that adopted in part I of the study (the definition of the criteria1), and it was similar to the procedure used during the multicentre study by the American College of Rheumatism (ACR) (formerly the American Rheumatism Association (ARA)) for the revision of the classification criteria for rheumatoid arthritis (RA).2

Each subject was required to undergo the entire sequence of diagnostic procedures included in the classification criteria set (table 1), or at least a sufficient number of tests to confirm or exclude the diagnosis of SS. For instance, as the rules previously defined in the classification criteria set indicated that positive results in four of six tests was sufficient for a diagnosis of primary SS (table 1: rules for classification), in some subjects with a minimum of four positive items the remaining test(s) could be omitted. In the same way, some control subjects (group IV) could be defined on the basis of a minimum of three or six negative tests.

### Table 1 Classification criteria for Sjögren’s syndrome

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I— Ocular symptoms: a positive response to at least one of the three selected questions:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Have you had daily, persistent, troublesome dry eyes for more than 3 months? 2. Do you have a recurrent sensation of sand or gravel in the eyes? 3. Do you use tear substitutes more than three times a day?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II— Oral symptoms: a positive response to at least one of the three selected questions:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Have you had a daily feeling of dry mouth for more than 3 months? 2. Have you had recurrently or persistently swollen salivary glands as an adult? 3. Do you frequently drool, liquids to aid in swallowing dry food?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III— Ocular signs: objective evidence of ocular involvement defined as a positive result in at least one of the following two tests:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Schirmer’s test (&lt;5 mm in 5 minutes) 2. Rose Bengal score (&gt;4 according to van Bijsterveld’s scoring system)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV— Histopathology: a focus score &gt;1 in a minor salivary gland biopsy.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A focus is defined as an agglomerate of at least 50 mononuclear cells; the focus score is defined by the number of foci in 4 mm² of glandular tissue.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V— Salivary gland involvement: objective evidence of salivary gland involvement defined by a positive result in at least one of the following three diagnostic tests:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Salivary scintigraphy 2. Parotid sialography 3. Unstimulated salivary flow (&lt;1.5 ml in 15 minutes)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI— Autoantibodies: presence in the serum of the following autoantibodies:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Antibodies to Ro(SS-A) or La(SS-B) antigens, or both</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rules for classification:
In patients without any potentially assoicated disease the presence of any four of the six items is indicative of primary SS. In patients with a potentially associated disease (for instance another connective tissue disease) item I or item II plus any two from among items III, IV, V is indicative of secondary SS.

### Exclusion criteria:
- pre-existing lymphoma, acquired immunodeficiency disease (AIDS), sarcoidosis, graft ± host disease, sialoadenosis.4,13 Use of antidepressant and anti-hypertensive drugs, neulostatics, parasympatholytic drugs.13,16

Each diagnostic test was required to be performed following the directions previously defined.14 A standard clinical chart for recording the results was prepared and distributed to the participating centres.

### DATA ANALYSIS
The completed clinical charts were sent by the participants back to the coordinating centre (University of Pisa), where they were collected and entered into a database developed from a standard program (Fox Base +/Mac, Fox Software) and run on an Apple Macintosh II computer. To assess the ratios of correct classification, 2 × 2 tables were used (true positive/ false negative SS patients and true negative/false positive non-SS controls). The rules for the classification (table 1) were derived from the preliminary criteria set and from the performance of different combinations of these criteria in part I of the study.1 However, it was decided not to include the differentiation between the ‘probable’ and ‘definite’ diagnosis. This was in agreement with the procedure followed by the Diagnostic and Therapeutic Criteria Committee of the ARA in revising the classification criteria for RA.2 Briefly, for primary SS the diagnosis was established by the presence of any four of the six items of the criteria set (item IV being limited to the presence of Ro(SS-A) or La(SS-B) antibodies, or both), and in the absence of any disorder listed among the exclusion criteria or any disease potentially associated with SS (table 1).15 In patients with diseases potentially associated with sicca syndrome, the diagnosis of secondary SS was established when items I, II, or both, plus any two of items III—V were present (table 1). Because items III(a) and V(c) (Schirmer’s I test and unstimulated whole saliva collection, respectively) had been found to be significantly reduced in the elderly control population of the previous study,14 it was decided not consider these two tests in any individual older than 60 years (see footnote to table 1).

The classification tree or recursive partitioning procedure6 was also used as alternative method for the classification of SS patients and non-SS controls. Only those subjects (patients with primary SS and control patients without SS) for whom the entire six item criteria set was available were selected for this classification procedure. The sequence in the ‘classification tree’ is usually created by examining every allowable split of each variable for each node. The most discriminating split is that which creates two ‘daughter’ nodes of progressively higher purity—that is, nodes that contain progressively larger proportions of either SS patients only or non-SS controls.

Various statistical packages (Stat View II, Abacus Concepts Inc; Systat, Systat Inc) were used in performing the statistical procedures.

### Results
Twenty four centres from 12 European countries, plus two centres from Israel returned...
data on SS patients and non-SS controls in a total of 388 cases. To reduce the possibility of selection bias, we took into account for the analysis the results only data from centres that provided an adequate number of both SS patients and non-SS controls—that is, all or almost all of the patient cases and at least 70% of the control cases required by the study protocol. In this way we excluded the data from eight centres and limited the analysis to those provided by 16 centres from 10 countries, for a total number of 278 cases. It should be noted that four of the 16 centres did not take part in the previous study aimed at the definition of the criteria. 7 Table 2 lists the main clinical and epidemiological characteristics of the patient populations.

The classification accuracy of the criteria set was first tested, as indicated in the previous study, 7 considering the presence of any of the six items (table 1) to be diagnostic for primary SS. The sensitivity of the criteria in correctly classifying primary SS patients was 97-5% and its specificity in correctly classifying non-SS controls (patients from group III plus those from group IV) was 94-2%. The specificity was 92-5% when only group IV (disease controls without CTD) was taken as the control population (table 3). In classifying secondary SS, the sensitivity of the criteria set was 97-3% and the specificity was 91-8% when the presence of item I or II plus any two of items III–V was considered as indicative for such a diagnosis in patients with a CTD (table 3).

When the criteria set was simplified by excluding the tests for salivary gland involvement (item V)—which are considered to be invasive and expensive, and which are less commonly performed in clinical practice—this also reduced the accuracy of the criteria. When the presence of any four of the five remaining items was accepted as indicative of primary SS, the specificity was 98-3% (119 of 121 correctly classified controls) and the sensitivity was 83-7% (67 of 80 patients with primary SS correctly classified).

When patients and controls enrolled by the four centres that did not take part in the previous phase of the study were analysed separately, the results obtained were not significantly different from those derived from the analysis of the populations of SS patients and non-SS controls provided by the remaining 12 centres.

The figure shows the classification tree derived by applying the procedure of recursive partitioning to the patients with primary SS and the non-SS controls. The sequence of tests that gave the best split for each node was the same as that found in the first study. 7 The overall performance of the classification tree was quite similar to the performance of the criteria set applied in no fixed sequence. The sensitivity was 95-6% (66 of 69 correctly classified patients with primary SS), and the specificity was 90-9% (70 of 77 correctly classified disease controls, of whom 30 were patients with CTD without SS).

A similar sensitivity and specificity was obtained when a four step sequence was used, in which tests for salivary gland involvement (item V of the criteria set) constituted the third step after the subjective reporting of symptoms of dry eye or dry mouth (first step) and ocular signs (second step), while histopathological investigation of the minor salivary glands was the fourth step. In this alternative classification tree, the serological tests for Ro(SS-A) and La(SS-B) antibodies were excluded, as they did not further improve the overall performance of the recursive partitioning procedure.

We also compared the accuracy of our proposed classification criteria with that of previous criteria. 8-12 In order to eliminate selection bias, we compared only those SS patients and disease controls in whom it was possible to apply all of the previously described criteria sets. In this comparison, all the earlier criteria sets showed a good specificity, but a
lower sensitivity and a significantly lower accuracy with respect to the European criteria set (Table 4).

Discussion
In this study we evaluated the accuracy of a proposed set of classification criteria for SS defined by a multicentre European study. These criteria were tested in completely different populations of SS patients and non-SS disease controls recruited by 16 centres, some of which had not participated in the earlier definition of the criteria set.

The criteria showed an even better performance in terms of sensitivity and specificity than that observed in the preliminary study. This may be because slight modifications had been incorporated as a result of the significant number of false positive results observed in the measurement of tear and saliva production in the elderly population (Schirmer’s I test and unstimulated whole saliva collection). This finding, based on a closer analysis of the results for the normal controls enrolled in the first phase of the study, confirmed reports in previous studies and induced us to define the criteria set more precisely when used in elderly patients; otherwise, four additional subjects older than 60 years would have been falsely classified as SS patients because of positivity of the Schirmer’s I test, or the unstimulated whole saliva collection test, or both, and specificity would have decreased from 94.2 to 91.7%.

In contrast to the procedure followed earlier in defining the preliminary criteria for SS, we did not include in this criteria set the differentiation between ‘definite’ and ‘probable’ SS (for either the primary or the secondary variant of the syndrome). The principal aim of classification criteria is to improve specificity in the selection of patients for clinical studies, and therefore the concept of probability in disease classification could be considered as ‘non-sense’. In keeping with this viewpoint, in their 1987 revision of the criteria for RA, the ARA Committee did not use the designations ‘classic, definite, or probable’ for the disorder, which had been included in the 1958 preliminary criteria.

This European classification criteria set represents the first attempt to define criteria for SS using a statistical methodology that has already been used to define the classification criteria for other rheumatic diseases. Because a ‘gold standard’ is not available for most diseases, including SS, this methodology assumes that the clinician’s judgment can be used as the ‘gold standard’ for both patients and controls. Of course, this methodology has some limitations. First, the individual judgment of different clinicians may result in some inhomogeneity of case selection. We can assume, however, that this bias is minimal.
when clinicians expert in the specific field in question are involved. Second, the clinician’s judgment is probably influenced by objective findings available at the moment of case recruitment. This implies a ‘circular’ bias that may artificially enhance the sensitivity and specificity of the derived criteria. Despite these limitations, however, this methodology is considered to be reliable, and was adopted by the ACR when they defined the classification criteria for RA and systemic lupus erythematosus.2,3

A different approach to the problem might be first to define the disease using a preliminary classification set prepared by an expert committee, and then to assess how clinically defined cases fit this definition. This was the procedure adopted to define the earlier criteria for SS.4-12 However, as table 4 shows, the performance of at least some of the earlier criteria sets was inferior to that of the new European set.

In the present study, the fact that the complete sequence of tests was not carried out in 100% of the patients could have introduced an additional bias, particularly when the accuracy of the individual tests or of the different criteria sets were calculated and compared with each other. However, this potential source of statistical error was limited by the fact that the comparisons (between the accuracy of each diagnostic test alone and that of the European criteria set (table 5), and between the different classification criteria sets for SS (table 4)) were always carried out on the same populations of patients and controls for the two entities being compared (see footnotes to tables 4 and 5). It may also be pointed out that the purpose of the present study was not to assess the accuracy of the different diagnostic tests for oral and ocular involvement in SS (this was in fact the focus of an earlier study within the framework of this EC project13), but rather to demonstrate that the European criteria for the classification of SS represent a more valid and reliable instrument than those previously proposed for this purpose.

Using the European criteria set assessed in the present study, it is possible to establish a diagnosis of primary or secondary SS on the basis of a combination of subjective complaints, objective findings, and histopathological and serological data, independently of any single parameter. The advantages of this kind of approach are obvious. The accuracy of the combined application of a six item set is consistently greater than that of any single test, as shown in table 5. Among the individual tests, minor salivary gland biopsy was the most accurate for the diagnosis of SS (89-0 and 84-1 when focus scores ≥1 and >1, respectively, were considered as indicative of the diagnosis), followed by parotid sialography (83-3%), and Schirmer’s I test (77-0%).

The present results do not confirm the hypothesis that the presence of focal lymphocytic sialoadenitis, defined by a focus score >1, is the ‘sine qua non’ criterion for the diagnosis of SS.13,20,21 In the present series, the histopathological approach alone (when a focus score >1 is considered as diagnostic) showed a specificity similar to that obtained using a combination of four of the six items of the criteria set (96-1 versus 93-2%), but its sensitivity was significantly lower (68-3 versus 97-5%; p < 10-4 using Fisher’s exact test) (data partially shown in table 5).

Finally, the possibility of using a combination of different tests allows one to classify correctly the whole population of patients suffering from SS—that is, those patients who complain of sicca symptoms and show ocular signs together with specific serological features. This subset of patients cannot be correctly classified and included in the heterogeneous population of SS patients when a more limited diagnostic approach is used. In contrast, these criteria could lead one to diagnose primary SS in patients lacking either focal sialoadenitis or specific autoantibodies, which are usually considered to be the most specific markers of the disease. In fact, the combination of positive results for items I, II, III and V, and negative results for IV and VI in the European classification set (table 1) was encountered only in six of the 81 patient cases (clinically defined as primary SS), and in three disease controls (clinically defined as non-SS). When these were considered as misclassified, the accuracy of the criteria was slightly reduced (94-1 rather than 95-5%).

On the basis of the present assessment, it can be concluded that the criteria set recently proposed by the European Community study group is (with the inclusion of some slight modifications) highly valid and reliable in the classification of patients with either primary or secondary SS and could be adopted by the scientific community to standardise the diagnostic approach to this disorder and to

Table 5: Accuracy of the ocular and oral tests in the classification of patients with primary Sjögren’s syndrome and disease controls compared with that of the European classification criteria

| Test                         | No of SS patients* | Sensitivity (%) (TP) (groups III, IV)† | Specificity (%) (TN) (groups III, IV)‡ | Accuracy (%) (TP + TN/All) | Accuracy of the European criteria (%) (TP + TN/A01)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schirmer’s I test</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>86-2 (69)</td>
<td>116 (53-63)</td>
<td>70-7 (82) (42-40)</td>
<td>77-0 (151/196)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Bengal score</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>52-9 (37)</td>
<td>97 (39-58)</td>
<td>91-7 (80) (35-54)</td>
<td>75-4 (126/167)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus score &gt; 1 in MSGB</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>85-4 (57)</td>
<td>103 (42-61)</td>
<td>80-3 (93) (39-64)</td>
<td>75-4 (152/182)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salivary sialography</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>86-2 (38)</td>
<td>59 (26-33)</td>
<td>62-7 (37) (18-19)</td>
<td>71-4 (75/105)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parotid sialography</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>72-4 (21)</td>
<td>37 (14-23)</td>
<td>81-9 (93) (12-22)</td>
<td>73-3 (55/66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unstimulated saliva collection</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>71-9 (41)</td>
<td>95 (41-54)</td>
<td>74-7 (71) (35-36)</td>
<td>73-7 (112/152)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Numbers of patients with primary SS and control cases who underwent each test.
†Number of control cases from group III (patients with defined CTD without SS) and group IV (control patients).
‡The accuracy of each test was compared with the accuracy of the European criteria set applied to the same group of SS patients and non-SS controls who performed that test.

TP = True positive cases; TN = true negative cases, All = all patients with primary SS plus the control cases who performed each test; MSGB = minor salivary gland biopsy.
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facilitate comparisons between patient populations from different centres. A definitive validation of these criteria is still needed, however, and should be performed in a large population of unselected individuals.
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